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In the early of Ming Dynasty,Zhu Yuanzhang, the first emperor of the Ming 
Dynasty carried out the economic-military system of “Putting Soldiers on Farm 
Work” during the early Ming Dynasty. To reinforce military training, the system of 
“Wei Suo” was carried out in fortresses and along the coast on the basis of geography. 
Moreover, the government opened up martial arts courses and held imperial martial 
arts examinations in order to extensively absorb martial talents from both the army 
and the common people for military purposes. These measures promoted the 
development of economy and military. But after the middle period of Ming Dynasty, 
politics corrupted, military ceased to be binding, and the problems of military stood 
out. During the Reign of Emperor Zhengde of the Ming Dynasty, there were riots of 
peasants and miners led by Deng Maoqi and Ye Zongliu. The army of Deng, once 
more than hundreds of soldiers, was active in provinces of Fujian, Zhejiang and 
Jiangxi, which was a shock to people from all-over the country and a threat to the 
government. The resist against Japan was an important military issue for the 
government, and Fujian province became the forefront of the anti-Japan war. During 
that time, the most outstanding military talents were dispatched to Fujian province to 
command the troops. They summed up practical experiences and improved as well as 
created new weapons and tactics on the basis of local geography and the 
characteristics of folk martial arts. Local residents in Fujian were trained and 
mobilized to study martial arts and set up military defenses to help the troops of Qi 
Jiguang and Yu Dayou to fight against Japan. An “entire nation in arms” situation was 
formed. 
In this thesis, methods of literature studies, fieldwork, experts interview and  
logic analysis are used to make a comprehensive analysis and induction of the ways, 
means, patterns and details of the fusion of military and fork martial arts in Fujian 
during the Ming Dynasty. The conclusions are as follows: First, martial arts in Fujian 
in the Ming Dynasty attaches great importance to practical experiences and the art of 















the fusion and development of military and folk martial arts; Third, the resist against 
Japan was a major active force; Fourth, military writings helped mature martial arts in 
Fujian; Fifth, the establishment of martial arts systems created a favorable 
environment for the development of martial arts in Fujian.  
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